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Over 300 pieces of punctuation and grammar for 
pupils to spot in SPaG’s natural 
habitat…..the sentence!

10 pages of questions and 10 pages of corresponding answers.



Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The nouns Yesterday, the young girl returned from her trip.

The pronouns She found it under her bed.

The verbs Millie quickly ran towards the finishing line, tripping as she 
crossed!

The adverbs The mother lovingly tucked her child into bed every night.

The determiners Excitedly, the professional photographer captured some excellent 
images on his camera.

The prepositions She walked through the door and stepped over the crack in the 
floor.

The modal verb “It may rain tomorrow,” warned the weatherman. 

An independent 
(main) clause The teacher sat at his desk as the children completed their work.

A dependent 
(subordinate 

clause)

When the wind blew through the window, the curtains swayed 
elegantly. 

A coordinating 
conjunction My friend,Terry, likes football, but I enjoy watching basketball.

A subordinating 
conjunction

Mia played happily on her games console until it was time for 
bed.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Inverted commas Can you please help me with my homework? Asked the pupil 
politely. 

Capital letters john and hope enjoyed their trip to london – they visited the 
west end. 

Full stops I am going to Dublin on Saturday I am going with my four best 
friends

A comma Immediately after dinner we played board games.

Brackets My neighbour Gavin Smith has lived in the street for years.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The nouns During the storm, the whole street was damaged.

The pronouns He placed his book on the table – it was wooden to be precise.

The verbs Jacob stamped his feet and screamed extremely loudly. 

The adverbs Slowly and carefully, Kevin placed his traps around the house.

The determiners An owl flew across the sky during the dead of night.

The preposition Lucy lives across the road from Jessica.

The modal verbs You should read every night as you will be inspired to write.

A noun phrase Mum cleaned the dirty floor.

An adverbial 
phrase After working late yesterday, the tired worker had the night off.

A subordinating
conjunction The children played on the swings until it started to rain.

A coordinating 
conjunction The picnic will contain juice or pop and sandwiches.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Apostrophe for 
contraction. “I cant do it!” exclaimed the disgruntled child.

A semi-colon I enjoyed tennis yesterday I was exhausted after the session.

A colon to
introduce a list.

The things I need to take to the beach are a towel, a bucket and 
spade, sun cream and a hat.

Apostrophe for 
possession. Let’s go to Janes house for cake and ice-cream.

Commas to 
mark a relative 

clause.

Ben who is a huge football fan watches his favourite team every 
week.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The verbs Hayley often goes to the shop and buys three cans of Fanta.

The nouns A cat and dog chased a rabbit in the local park.

The adverbs James quickly opened the front door – he really wanted to get 
inside!

Two synonyms Lily feels drowsy – she’s extremely sleepy today.

The adjectives Loose roof tiles began to shake and creaking gates swung 
violently in the harsh wind.

The determiners The girl happily ate half an orange.

The present 
progressive

Joe is jumping high in the air because he has won the football 
match.

A modal verb “You will do you homework!” shouted the disgruntled mother.

A preposition All of a sudden, the startled cat hid under the table.

A coordinating
conjunction When we go to the seaside, we always purchase fish and chips.

A subordinating 
conjunction Before you go out to play, make sure you finish your homework.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

A question mark You did say you wanted chocolate, didn’t you

Two exclamation 
marks What a marvelous goal he truly is a fantastic footballer

Commas for a 
list

When you go to the beach, you should take: suncream a hat a 
towel and sunglasses.

Dashes for extra 
information The whole family even Sam is going on holiday.

A comma for a 
subordinate 

clause
As you’re here let’s go through this now.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The longest noun 
phrase

A large, expensive wooden box appeared at the door – it was a 
mystery!

A possessive 
pronoun The gloves on the sideboard are mine.

The verbs As quick as a flash, Harry ran across the road and jumped 
excitedly over the fence.

The adjectives Her deep blue eyes were transfixed by the emerald green ring 
shining brightly in the window.

An adverb My friend will arrive by coach soon.

The articles A rabbit chomped greedily on the carrot. 

A relative 
pronoun

My neighbour, who is a lovely elderly man, needed help painting 
his roof.

The subject of 
the sentence The shopkeeper served his customers with a smile.

The object of the 
sentence My sister, who is younger than me, bought a brand new car.

A modal verb You should really wear a coat when it is raining outside.

The direct 
speech

“How long did it take you to complete the test?” asked the 
young child.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

A colon in a list When we go to the park, you will need a blanket, a football and 
suncream.

Apostrophe for 
possession. Olivers house is a five minute walk from Lillys front garden.

Apostrophe for 
contraction. I dont think the chick is happy, it cant find its nest.

Add full stops. He stopped playing football when it started to rain His mum ran 
to the door when she saw he was soaked

Add capital
letters. jim and jane enjoyed watching the avengers at vue cinema.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The pronouns The children tasted everyone's cakes, but they thought theirs was 
the best.

The collective 
noun A pack of wolves slowly circled their prey. 

The verb We always visit grandma at the weekend.

The adverbs The girl was really excited about opening her birthday presents –
she was probably expecting many gifts!

The prepositions She was hiding under the table; he was hiding in the cupboard.

The determiners The photographer captured some beautiful memories.

A subordinating
conjunction

After the storm has passed, we will be able to go for a pleasant 
walk.

A coordinating 
conjunction

I scored ten out of ten on my spelling test, but only eight out of 
ten on my math test.

The antonyms After swimming in the local pool, Julie was soaking wet but Gary 
was very dry.

A relative
pronoun A park is a place where we can have a picnic.

The present 
perfect form My dog has received obedience training.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Brackets for 
parenthesis Kevin Lydia’s husband enjoys playing guitar in his spare time.

A dash to 
separate two 
main clauses.

Jerome searched the house frantically his friend was out of sight.

A hyphen My bad tempered toddler stamped his feet heavily on the ground.

Apostrophe for 
plural possession The boys cloakroom stood at the end of the long corridor.

A semi-colon Find a place to hide they may find you.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The verb After school, Peter ran for the bus.

The adverb During the cricket session, John hastily ran for the ball.

The noun phrases The car drove along the street at high speed.

The longest noun 
phrase

The expensive vehicle was carefully parked within the  
carpark. 

The pronoun Jenny always completes her homework because she enjoys 
learning new things.

The possessive 
pronoun

When Harry noticed that I was wearing the wrong hat, he 
wanted to know where mine actually was.

The modal verb Mary will go swimming tomorrow with her best friends.

The relative pronoun My brother, who is ten-years-old, enjoys riding his bike most 
evenings.

The relative clause The ancient house that is located next to our school is for 
sale.

The perfect verb form Finally, Jack had completed his reading for the week.

The most formal word The party will commence at 5pm.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence.

Add inverted commas 
to mark direct speech What time will you be arriving? asked Shelly politely.

An apostrophe to 
indicate plural 

possession
The members votes were tallied and recorded.

Add dashes to indicate 
parenthesis

They baked the delicious cake the size of a pillow in an 
impressive oven.

Add commas to make 
it clear that Amy 

bought four different 
things

Amy went shopping and bought gold paper a pen and a new 
jumper.

Add a semi-colon (;) to 
divide the sentence 

into two
We made too many mistakes we lost the game.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The nouns An elderly gentleman was very thankful for the help he received 
from the young boy.

The verbs She worked hard during her exams.

The pronoun Amber really enjoys going to the beach; she always remembers to 
wear sun cream.

The adverb He will complete his homework soon.

The adjective Kevin’s extremely fluffy dog barks loudly.

The preposition My best friend lives across the road.

The determiners Two girls bought three ice-lollies from the supermarket.

A relative clause The house that stands at the top of the hill is haunted.

A subordinate
conjunction

We had enough time to buy sweets because the bus was very 
late.

The subjunctive 
form

If I were you, I would complete your homework as soon as you 
receive it.

The past 
progressive Billy was playing football in the heavy rain.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Ellipsis He paused what was the peculiar noise?

Inverted commas 
for direct speech Fiona shouted, will you please sit down and be quiet!

A suitable 
coordinating
conjunction

You may choose juice ….. Water to accompany your meal.

Capital letters lucy and jane travelled to india together.

Comma to mark 
a subordinate 

clause

As Pippa doesn’t like chocolate I have bought a different range of 
snacks.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The proper noun After lunch, James is coming to my house.

The verb Within the blink of an eye, she jumped from within the shadows.

The adverb Carefully, place the pan (filled with water) onto the heat

The longest noun 
phrase A large, oversized cardboard box was delivered to my front door.

The prepositions My uncle sat beside my mother at the family wedding.

The main clause I will wash the dishes after the film has finished.

The subordinate 
clause Even though it was raining, the children played outside.

The modal verb Shall we eat our lunch outside today?

The possessive 
pronoun Those shoes are yours.

The present 
perfect The boy has seen the film many times before.

The present 
progressive Kelly is coming over for dinner tonight.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

A comma Despite the sunshine it was still a dull day.

A colon for a list When we go shopping, we need to buy a toothbrush, deodorant 
and a razor. 

Apostrophes “Lets go to the park, its such a lovely day, isnt it?” asked the 
mother in a relaxed tone.

Capital letters 
for proper nouns kelly and dave recently booked a holiday to lima, peru. 

A hyphen Look out for those man eating sharks!
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The pronouns My brother enjoys playing on his Xbox, but he really doesn’t 
like when it breaks!

The collective 
noun The gaggle of geese congregated by my back door. 

The verb We went on a lovely walk yesterday.

The adverb You need to walk slowly down the corridor. 

The adjectives A beautiful princess was banished to a foreboding tower.

The determiners She wanted some of the cake that was served at the birthday 
party.

A subordinating
conjunction I will come to the gathering unless I am busy.

A coordinating 
conjunction Do you want water or juice at the picnic?

The synonyms “What a bright day!” exclaimed Jenny. “I cannot believe how 
sunny it is!”

A relative pronoun We are going to the most expensive hotel, which is situated at 
the top of a hill.

The articles The zoo animals were waiting for the keepers – it was feeding 
time!

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Add inverted 
commas to mark 

direct speech
How many dogs do you own? The young boy asked his friend.

An apostrophe to 
indicate plural 

possession
The members votes were counted and verified. 

Add dashes to 
indicate parenthesis

Some of the vegetables in the school garden especially the 
carrots had grown to an enormous size.

Full stops China is in Asia Bejing is its capital city and many people enjoy 
holidaying there 

Add a coordinating 
conjunction

Jeremy (a giraffe) enjoys eating the leaves from the 
trees………doesn’t enjoy bathing in the river.



Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The nouns Pablo played happily in the garden until ten o’ clock.

The pronouns Can you please let Milly know that her parcel has arrived. I have 
left it by the door.

The verbs Catherine and Lucy danced to the music and sang along joyfully. 

The adverb My bus will arrive at the local station tonight.

The possessive 
pronoun Shall we take our sound system to the party?

The preposition The best restaurant in town is located over the road.

The modal verb Please can you pick up my laundry at 5pm?

A noun phrase The street is filled with sunshine.

An adverbial 
phrase With a smiling face, he accepted the bright, shining medal.

A subordinating
conjunction Even though I don’t like cheese, I still enjoy the taste of pizza.

A coordinating 
conjunction

Mina bought an ice-cream, but it melted before she could finish 
it!

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

A question mark You do like popcorn, don’t you

Two exclamation 
marks Wow What an amazing goal

Commas for a 
list

On their way to the park, they bought an ice-cream a sun hat a 
picnic blanket and a ball.

A dash My favourite film is on the television tonight Madagascar! 

A comma for a 
subordinate 

clause
When the rain stopped the children played outside.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The nouns Yesterday, the young girl returned from her trip.

The pronouns She found it under her bed.

The verbs Millie quickly ran towards the finishing line, tripping as she 
crossed!

The adverb The mother lovingly tucked her child into bed.

The determiners Excitedly, the professional photographer captured some excellent 
images on his camera.

The prepositions She walked through the door and stepped over the crack in the 
floor.

The modal verb “It may rain tomorrow,” warned the weatherman. 

An independent 
(main) clause The teacher sat at his desk as the children completed their work.

A dependent 
(subordinate 

clause)

When the wind blew through the window, the curtains swayed 
elegantly. 

A coordinating 
conjunction My friend,Terry, likes football, but I enjoy watching basketball.

A subordinating 
conjunction

Mia played happily on her games console until it was time for 
bed.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Inverted commas “Can you please help me with my homework?” Asked the pupil 
politely. 

Capital letters John and Hope enjoyed their trip to London – they visited the 
West End. 

Full stops I am going to Dublin on Saturday. I am going with my four best 
friends.

A comma Immediately after dinner, we played board games.

Brackets My neighbour (Gavin Smith) has lived in the street for years.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The nouns During the storm, the whole street was damaged.

The pronouns He placed his book on the table – it was wooden to be precise.

The verbs Jacob stamped his feet and screamed extremely loudly. 

The adverbs Slowly and carefully, Kevin placed his traps around the house.

The determiners An owl flew across the sky during the dead of night.

The preposition Lucy lives across the road from Jessica.

The modal verbs You should read every night as you will be inspired to write.

A noun phrase Mum cleaned the dirty floor.

An adverbial 
phrase After working late yesterday, the tired worker had the night off.

A subordinating
conjunction The children played on the swings until it started to rain.

A coordinating 
conjunction The picnic will contain juice or pop and sandwiches.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Apostrophe for 
contraction. “I can’t do it!” exclaimed the disgruntled child.

A semi-colon I enjoyed tennis yesterday; I was exhausted after the session.

A colon to
introduce a list.

The things I need to take to the beach are: a towel, a bucket and 
spade, sun cream and a hat.

Apostrophe for 
possession. Let’s go to Jane’s house for cake and ice-cream.

Commas to 
mark a relative 

clause.

Ben, who is a huge football fan, watches his favourite team every 
week.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The verbs Hayley often goes to the shop and buys three cans of Fanta.

The nouns A cat and dog chased a rabbit in the local park.

The adverbs James quickly opened the front door – he really wanted to get 
inside!

Two synonyms Lily feels drowsy – she’s extremely sleepy today.

The adjectives Loose roof tiles began to shake and creaking gates swung 
violently in the harsh wind.

The determiners The girl happily ate half an orange.

The present 
progressive

Joe is jumping high in the air because he has won the football 
match.

A modal verb “You will do you homework!” shouted the disgruntled mother.

A preposition All of a sudden, the startled cat hid under the table.

A coordinating
conjunction When we go to the seaside, we always purchase fish and chips.

A subordinating 
conjunction Before you go out to play, make sure you finish your homework.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

A question mark You did say you wanted chocolate, didn’t you?

Two exclamation 
marks What a marvelous goal! He truly is a fantastic footballer!

Commas for a 
list

When you go to the beach, you should take: suncream, a hat, a 
towel and sunglasses.

Dashes for extra 
information The whole family-even Sam-is going on holiday.

A comma for a 
subordinate 

clause
As you’re here, let’s go through this now.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The longest noun 
phrase

A large, expensive wooden box appeared at the door – it was a 
mystery!

A possessive 
pronoun The gloves on the sideboard are mine.

The verbs As quick as a flash, Harry ran across the road and jumped 
excitedly over the fence.

The adjectives Her deep blue eyes were transfixed by the emerald green ring 
shining brightly in the window.

An adverb My friend will arrive by coach soon.

The articles A rabbit chomped greedily on the carrot. 

A relative 
pronoun

My neighbour, who is a lovely elderly man, needed help painting 
his roof.

The subject of 
the sentence The shopkeeper served his customers with a smile.

The object of the 
sentence My sister, who is younger than me, bought a brand new car.

A modal verb You should really wear a coat when it is raining outside.

The direct 
speech

“How long did it take you to complete the test?” asked the 
young child.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

A colon in a list When we go to the park, you will need: a blanket a football and 
suncream.

Apostrophe for 
possession. Oliver’s house is a five minute walk from Lilly’s front garden.

Apostrophe for 
contraction. I don’t think the chick is happy, it can’t find its nest.

Add full stops. He stopped playing football when it started to rain. His mum ran 
to the door when she saw he was soaked.

Add capital
letters.

Jim and Jane enjoyed watching The Avengers at Vue
Cinema.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The pronouns The children tasted everyone's cakes, but they thought theirs was 
the best.

The collective 
noun A pack of wolves slowly circled their prey. 

The verb We always visit grandma at the weekend.

The adverbs The girl was really excited about opening her birthday presents –
she was probably expecting many gifts!

The prepositions She was hiding under the table; he was hiding in the cupboard.

The determiners The photographer captured some beautiful memories.

A subordinating
conjunction

After the storm has passed, we will be able to go for a pleasant 
walk.

A coordinating 
conjunction

I scored ten out of ten on my spelling test, but only eight out of 
ten on my math test.

The antonyms After swimming in the local pool, Julie was soaking wet but Gary 
was very dry.

A relative
pronoun A park is a place where we can have a picnic.

The present 
perfect form My dog has received obedience training.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Brackets for 
parenthesis Kevin (Lydia’s husband) enjoys playing guitar in his spare time.

A dash to 
separate two 
main clauses.

Jerome searched the house frantically-his friend was out of sight.

A hyphen My bad-tempered toddler stamped his feet heavily on the ground.

Apostrophe for 
plural possession The boys’ cloakroom stood at the end of the long corridor.

A semi-colon Find a place to hide; they may find you.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The verb After school, Peter ran for the bus.

The adverb During the cricket session, John hastily ran for the ball.

The noun phrases The car drove along the street at high speed.

The longest noun 
phrase

The expensive vehicle was carefully parked within the  
carpark. 

The pronouns Jenny always completes her homework because she enjoys 
learning new things.

The possessive pronoun When Harry noticed that I was wearing the wrong hat, he 
wanted to know where mine actually was.

The modal verb Mary will go swimming tomorrow with her best friends.

The relative pronoun My brother, who is ten-years-old, enjoys riding his bike most 
evenings.

The relative clause The ancient house that is located next to our school is for 
sale.

The perfect verb form Finally, Jack had completed his reading for the week.

The most formal word The party will commence at 5pm.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence.

Add inverted commas 
to mark direct speech “What time will you be arriving?” asked Shelly politely.

An apostrophe to 
indicate plural 

possession
The members’ votes were tallied and recorded.

Add dashes to indicate 
parenthesis

They baked the delicious cake-the size of a pillow-in an 
impressive oven.

Add commas to make 
it clear that Amy 

bought four different 
things

Amy went shopping and bought gold, paper, a pen and a 
new jumper.

Add a semi-colon (;) to 
divide the sentence 

into two
We made too many mistakes; we lost the game.

Answers
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The nouns An elderly gentleman was very thankful for the help he received 
from the young boy.

The verb She worked hard during her exams.

The pronoun Amber really enjoys going to the beach; she always remembers to 
wear sun cream.

The adverb He will complete his homework soon.

The adjective Kevin’s extremely fluffy dog barks loudly.

The preposition My best friend lives across the road.

The determiners Two girls bought three ice-lollies from the supermarket.

A relative clause The house that stands at the top of the hill is haunted.

A subordinate
conjunction

We had enough time to buy sweets because the bus was very 
late.

The subjunctive 
form

If I were you, I would complete your homework as soon as you 
receive it.

The past 
progressive Billy was playing football in the heavy rain.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Ellipsis He paused…what was the peculiar noise?

Inverted commas 
for direct speech Fiona shouted, “Will you please sit down and be quiet!”

A suitable 
coordinating
conjunction

You may choose juice or water to accompany your meal.

Capital letters Lucy and Jane travelled to India together.

Comma to mark 
a subordinate 

clause

As Pippa doesn’t like chocolate, I have bought a different range of 
snacks.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The proper noun After lunch, James is coming to my house.

The verb Within the blink of an eye, she jumped from within the shadows.

The adverb Carefully, place the pan (filled with water) onto the heat

The longest noun 
phrase A large, oversized cardboard box was delivered to my front door.

The prepositions My uncle sat beside my mother at the family wedding.

The main clause I will wash the dishes after the film has finished.

The subordinate 
clause Even though it was raining, the children played outside.

The modal verb Shall we eat our lunch outside today?

The possessive 
pronoun Those shoes are yours.

The present 
perfect The boy has seen the film many times before.

The present 
progressive Kelly is coming over for dinner tonight.

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

A comma Despite the sunshine, it was still a dull day.

A colon for a list When we go shopping, we need to buy: a toothbrush, deodorant 
and a razor. 

Apostrophes “Let’s go to the park, it’s such a lovely day, isn’t it?” asked the 
mother in a relaxed tone.

Capital letters 
for proper nouns Kelly and Dave recently booked a holiday to Lima, Peru. 

A hyphen Look out for those man-eating sharks!
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The pronouns My brother enjoys playing on his Xbox, but he really doesn’t like 
when it breaks!

The collective 
noun The gaggle of geese congregated by my back door. 

The verb We went on a lovely walk yesterday.

The adverb You need to walk slowly down the corridor. 

The adjectives A beautiful princess was banished to a foreboding tower.

The determiners She wanted some of the cake that was served at the birthday 
party.

A subordinating
conjunction I will come to the gathering unless I am busy.

A coordinating 
conjunction Do you want water or juice at the picnic?

The synonyms “What a bright day!” exclaimed Jenny. “I cannot believe how 
sunny it is!”

A relative
pronoun

We are going to the most expensive hotel, which is situated at 
the top of a hill.

The articles The zoo animals were waiting for the keepers – it was feeding 
time!

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

Add inverted commas 
to mark direct speech “How many dogs do you own?” The young boy asked his friend.

An apostrophe to 
indicate plural 

possession
The members’ votes were counted and verified. 

Add dashes to indicate 
parenthesis

Some of the vegetables in the school garden-especially the 
carrots-had grown to an enormous size.

Full stops
China is in Asia. Bejing is its capital city and many people enjoy 

holidaying there.

Add a coordinating 
conjunction

Jeremy (a giraffe) enjoys eating the leaves from the trees, but
doesn’t enjoy bathing in the river.
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Can you spot? Circle it in the sentence.

The nouns Pablo played happily in the garden until ten o’ clock.

The pronouns Can you please let Milly know that her parcel has arrived. I have 
left it by the door.

The verbs Catherine and Lucy danced to the music and sang along joyfully. 

The adverb My bus will arrive at the local station tonight.

The possessive 
pronoun Shall we take our sound system to the party?

The preposition The best restaurant in town is located over the road.

The modal verb Please can you pick up my laundry at 5pm?

A noun phrase The street is filled with sunshine.

An adverbial 
phrase With a smiling face, he accepted the bright, shining medal.

A subordinating
conjunction Even though I don’t like cheese, I still enjoy the taste of pizza.

A coordinating 
conjunction

Mina bought an ice-cream, but it melted before she could finish 
it!

Can you add? Add it to the sentence in the correct place.

A question mark You do like popcorn, don’t you?

Two exclamation 
marks Wow! What an amazing goal!

Commas for a 
list

On their way to the park, they bought an ice-cream, a sun hat, a 
picnic blanket and a ball.

A dash My favourite film is on the television tonight-Madagascar! 

A comma for a 
subordinate 

clause
When the rain stopped, the children played outside.
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